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Abstract
This article reviews the reasons behind the recent increased application of Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) for
the analysis of organic dyes in the ield of conservation science. It also shows, through a case study, how it is more dificult to
identify dyes in real samples compared to characterizing reference laboratory samples and recently dyed materials. The case study
regards the attempts to detect by SERS the yellow dye used in combination with indigo in green areas of North Peruvian Pre-Columbian textiles produced within the Sican culture (800-1100 AD). The decorated textiles belong to the collection of the Ethnological
Museum, National Museums in Berlin, Germany. The unsuccessful application of SERS in this case should not be interpreted as a
proof of direct dying of the yellow-brownish camelid ibers to obtain the greens, as SERS success may be hindered by a number of
factors, such as dye afinity for the chosen SERS substrate (Lee-Meisel silver colloid), dye concentration in the samples, presence
of contaminants on the samples or degradation products due to aging, etc. Possible approaches to try to overcome the encountered dificulties are suggested hoping that a more widespread application of SERS on materials from museum objects will help in
developing fast and successful protocols for the characterization of unknown samples.

1 Introduction
Organic dyes are present in many types of museum
objects: textiles, paintings, manuscripts, ethnographic
masks, etc. Hence, their identiication is often required
by conservators and curators to obtain information on
provenance, manufacturing techniques, light-fastness,
past restoration interventions, etc. The identiication of
organic dyes is challenging as they are usually present in
very low amount on the artworks due to their high tinting
power. Moreover, they are often mixed with other materials, such as binders, inorganic pigments, paint additives, or applied on substrates such as textile ibers and

paper that interfere with the analysis. Finally, they are
often faded and contaminated by degradation products,
dust and other unoriginal materials. Sampling is always
a risk for museum objects and, when allowed, it provides
a very small amount of material. To summarize, identifying organic dyes means identifying something present in very low concentration, often mixed with other
materials, in a small sample which often includes mainly
the substrate.
The most employed techniques for the analysis of organic
dyes have drawbacks which are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Analytical techniques for organic dye analysis and their drawbacks (Degano et al. 2009; Goodpaster & Liszewski 2009).

Analytical technique
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

■
■
■

thin-layer chromatography (TLC)

■

UV-Vis spectroscopy

■

■
■
■

direct mass spectroscopy techniques

■
■
■

IR spectroscopy

■
■
■

Raman spectroscopy

■

Drawback/Issue
large sample requirement
chemical extraction (destructive)
high-expertise
large sample requirement (more than HPLC)
chemical extraction (destructive)
often not conclusive
too intense or too faint colors not detectable
luorescence
lack of dedicated reference libraries
instruments rarely available in museum laboratories
complicated by associated materials (binders,
adhesives, degradation products, dirt)
not sensitive to components below 5% of a sample
signal due to atmospheric water vapor interferes
signals due to other sample components heavily interfere
luorescence
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However, due to the very low amount of dye in a sample the Raman scattering from the dye is often weaker than
that of other sample components. For instance, Figure 1
shows the Raman spectrum of a lax iber dyed with weld
which almost completely matches that of the substrate –
lax is a cellulose iber.

Raman spectroscopy would be particularly suitable for
the analysis of organic dyes as chromophores have a high
Raman cross section due to their highly polarizable nature given by their high number of free electrons (i.e. large delocalized electron systems and atoms carrying lone
electron pairs).

Figure 1 Raman spectrum (after background subtraction) of a lax thread dyed with weld (Al-containing mordant) (blue) compared
with the spectrum of cellulose (green). The spectrum was acquired exciting with the 785 nm laser, 25% ilter, 50X long
working distance objective, 100 slit, 500 hole, 600 lines/mm grating, 20 s exposure, and 10 accumulations.

The other issue with conventional Raman spectroscopy is that organic dyes and the other sample components
are often highly luorescent, and this overwhelms the
spectrum making it impossible to identify the dye. Strategies that can be employed to counteract luorescence

are listed in Table 2. Of these possibilities, this research
employs surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS),
and this technique will be described in more detail in the
next paragraphs.

Table 2 Strategies to counteract luorescence in Raman spectroscopy, and their drawbacks or main requirements (Degano et al.
2009; Macdonald & Wyeth 2006; Osticioli et al. 2006; Rosi et al. 2010).

Strategy
Photobleaching
Use of different excitation wavelengths
Subtracted Shifted Raman Spectroscopy (SSRS)
Shifted Excitation Raman Difference Spectroscopy
(SERDS) (some Raman instrument companies include
this feature as Automatic Fluorescence Rejection)
Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)

Drawback/Need
exposes artwork to additional irradiation
■ 785 nm laser or even better FT-IR Raman (1064 nm)
■ high degree of instrumental manipulation and spectral
processing
■

■
■
■
■

1.1 Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)
SERS is an advanced Raman spectroscopy technique
in which the analyte is placed in proximity (i.e. within
10 nm) or adsorbed onto a substrate (SERS substrate)
that can either be a metallic nanoparticle in colloidal solution or a metallic surface having a nanoscale roughness. SERS is suitable for organic dye analysis because
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does not always work
(only with selected laser wavelengths)
micro-invasive and destructive
sometimes matrix interference

it enhances the Raman signal, allowing the detection of
an analyte present in low concentration, and it simultaneously quenches luorescence, which is the main
obstacle in conventional Raman spectroscopy.
The mechanism by which the Raman signal is enhanced is related to the properties of the metallic substrate.
Electrons in metals are not bonded to the nuclei and under
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an incident electromagnetic wave, such as the monochromatic radiation coming from the laser source in Raman
spectroscopy, they can collectively oscillate far away
from the nuclei and then back closer under the effect
of the force which would try to re-establish the charge
density balance. The collective charge density oscillation
modes propagating longitudinally at the surface of the
metal and associated with the incident electromagnetic
radiation are called surface plasmons (Le Ru & Etchegoin 2009). The frequencies of the natural plasmon
oscillations (plasmon resonances) are discrete in SERS
substrates due to the size of the nanoparticles which is
comparable or lower than the wavelength of the incoming radiation. If the frequency of the incoming radiation (laser frequency) matches the plasmon resonance, the
radiation emitted by this oscillating charge will amplify,
or enhance, the incoming ield. If the analyte is in the
proximity, the same kind of enhancement will occur for
the radiation inelastically scattered by the analyte, given
that the plasmon resonance is suficiently broad to match
also these frequencies.
SERS substrates are made of silver or gold because
both these metals have plasmon resonances in the visNIR range where most lasers employed as sources in
Raman spectroscopy emit (Etchegoin & Le Ru 2010).
The Raman signal of molecules which can bind to the
substrate forming charge-transfer complexes with the
metal, e.g., molecules with thiol groups, will be enhanced
slightly more than that of molecules that cannot bind to
the substrate, because of the new polarizable orbitals of
the complex. This increased enhancement is referred to
as chemical enhancement. Even higher enhancement is
obtained when the analyte can absorb the laser frequency, i.e., when the laser frequency matches the molecular
absorption resonance promoting an electronic transition,
in the so called Surface Enhance Resonant Raman Scattering (SERRS) (McNay et al. 2011).
Simultaneously, luorescence is quenched in SERS
conditions because proximity to the metal substrate offers many non-radiative pathways for relaxation after absorption of the incident radiation.
The major challenges in SERS are obtaining reproducible spectra and having large databases of reference
spectra. The dificulty in obtaining reproducible spectra
is linked to the reproducibility of SERS substrates and to
the sensitivity of SERS to molecule orientation with respect to the substrate, to pH, and to sample contaminants
which are also enhanced. Commercial substrates are produced in gold rather than in silver as gold is more inert
and higher reproducibility can be guaranteed (McNay
et al. 2011). Reproducibility is especially an issue for
quantitative analysis and it is less of a concern in conservation science as the analytical purpose is oftentimes
simply dye identiication. On the contrary, the issue of
having databases is relevant also to conservation science as the identiication of a dye is based on comparisons with reference spectra as in conventional Raman

spectroscopy. Speciic SERS databases are necessary
because SERS spectra are often different from conventional Raman ones due to the activation of vibrations
previously forbidden – the interaction with the metal
substrate can break the symmetry of the molecule and
make more vibrations Raman active – and/or to the
selective enhancement of certain vibrations more than
others due to the speciic orientation of the molecule
and substrate.

1.2 SERS in museum conservation science laboratories

SERS was applied the irst time on a typical museum
sample in 1987 by Guineau and Guichard (1987) but for
many years it was not the technique of choice of museum laboratory and conservation scientists (Casadio
et al. 2010). Recently, the number of Institutions employing SERS increased and so did the number of papers
devoted to the identiication of organic dyes in paint (Gui
et al. 2013; Mayhew et al. 2013; Oakley et al. 2012;
Pozzi et al. 2014), textile (Jurasekova et al. 2008; Leona et al. 2006; Leona & Lombardi 2007; Pozzi 2011;
Wustholtz et al. 2009), ink (Geiman et al. 2009), prints
(Leona et al. 2011) and manuscripts (El Bakkali et al.
2013). As often multiple dyes are present on one object,
these works regarded both the identiication of single and
multiple dyes in one sample (Pozzi 2011).
Different SERS substrates have been employed in conservation science: metal ilms over nanospheres (FONs)
(Greeneltch et al. 2012; Whitney et al. 2007), silver
island ilms (AgIFs) (Whitney et al. 2006), nanoparticles
obtained by in-situ photoreduction (Jurasekova et al.
2008), nanoparticles obtained by laser ablation (Fazio
et al. 2013), electrochemically roughened silver electrodes (Teslova et al. 2007), chemically deposited silver
colloidal ilms, i.e., Tollen mirrors (Leona et al. 2006),
silver alumina-based (Ag-Al2O3) SERS substrates (Chen
et al. 2006) and silver colloids (Casanova-González et
al. 2012; Harroun et al. 2011; Leona & Lombardi 2007;
Mayhew et al. 2013). Even more types of substrates exist
and could potentially be tested in museum laboratories
on real artwork samples, e.g., gold colloids (Creighton et
al. 1979). The most commonly used substrates are silver
colloids. They can be synthesized through various procedures: reduction of silver nitrate (AgNO3) with trisodium
citrate, i.e. Lee-Meisel synthesis (Lee & Meisel, 1982),
reduction of AgNO3 with sodium borohydride (Na[BH4])
(Van Eslande et al. 2008), i.e., the irst SERS substrate ever employed (Creighton et al. 1979), reduction of
AgNO3 with hydroxylamine hydrochloride (Gui et al.
2013; El Bakkali et al. 2013), i.e., Leopold-Lendl procedure (Leopold & Lendl, 2003), microwave-assisted
reduction of silver sulfate (Ag2SO4) with glucose and
citrate (Leona 2009; Pozzi 2011). These synthesis are
not highly reproducible (Morganti 2010; Pillai & Kamat
2004) but, as stated earlier, this is not a concern in cultural heritage analysis where the analysis is more qualitative (dye identiication) than quantitative.
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Silver colloids provide the following advantages:
they are cheap, easy to produce, have a relatively long
shelf-life1, and the metal particle size can be tailored
to have a plasmon resonance in proximity of the desired laser excitation wavelength. The tunability of the
plasmon resonance is considered the main advantage of
these substrates. Lee-Meisel colloids, the most common
among colloidal SERS substrates, have a plasmon resonance at about 420 nm (Pillai & Kamat 2004), hence
far from most laser sources and allowing resonant conditions only with selected violet-blue dyes. To red-shift
the plasmon resonance towards most laser wavelengths
and have a range of plasmon resonances it is possible
to promote the aggregation of silver nanoparticles by
centrifugation (Morganti 2010), by gentle heating (Leona et al. 2006) and by the addition of an aggregating
agent, such as sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium nitrate (KNO3), sodium perchlorate (NaClO4), hydrochloric
acid (HCl), poly(L-lysine) or nitric acid (HNO3). Among
the aggregating agents, those containing chloride ions
have strong afinity for silver, which in certain cases may
prevent from obtaining SERS spectra of the dyes if they
have lower afinity for the silver nanoparticles. This has
been observed for water insoluble lakes and dyes both in
the literature (Oakley et al. 2012) and in experiments at
the Rathgen Forschungslabor preliminary to this work in
which reference silk ibers dyed with weld lake were analyzed for the development of a SERS analytical protocol.
Aggregating the colloid is also a way to obtain higher
enhancement: in the regions between the particles, called
hot-spots, the induced electric ields combine (McNay et
al. 2011). Brosseau et al. (2009) and later Idone et al.
(2013) proposed to produce a dense colloid paste through
very strong centrifugation: 1 ml of a Lee-Meisel colloid
is centrifuged at ca 36000 g centrifugal force for 15 minutes, then the supernatant is removed and 1 ml of the
original colloid is added before starting a new centrifugation cycle for a total of 10 cycles.
Only a study is available in which storage conditions
of silver colloids are investigated among other factors
inluencing colloid reproducibility (Tantra et al. 2007).
From this study it can be inferred that on a 6-month scale
it does not matter whether the colloids are stored in the
dark in plastic or glass containers or at ambient or lower
temperatures. However, it is suggested that with plastic
containers there is a higher risk of contamination of the
colloid as plastics may release plasticizers. Examining a
variety of papers it emerges that the most important aspects of colloid storage are the dark environment and the
prevention of colloid contamination – contaminants may
be detected by SERS even if present in trace amounts,
1
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Different types of colloids have proved to be stable for long
periods: Casanova-González et al. (2012) claimed that their
Lee-Meisel colloids were stable for over a year; Brosseau et al.
(2009) stated that dried samples mixed with colloidal paste, i.e.,
strongly centrifuged colloids, provide excellent spectra even after
several months of storage; Pozzi (2011) refers that silver colloids
synthesized from the reduction of Ag2SO4 with glucose and citrate
in a microwave oven are stable over several months.

thus they interfere with the identiication of the analyte
(McNay et al. 2011).
Whether samples from artworks need to be pre-treated
before the application of the SERS substrate is controversial. Many studies suggested the necessity to separate
the dye from its substrate in order to favor its adsorption
on the SERS substrate in the case of mordanted dyes on
textiles and lakes in which the dye is also connected to a
cation (Leona et al. 2006; Mayhew et al. 2013). Other researchers successfully identiied mordanted or lake-form
dyes without sample pre-treatment (Brosseau et al. 2011;
Casadio et al. 2010; Idone et al. 2013; Jurasekova et al.
2008). This suggests that many factors play a role in
the success of the SERS measurement and that whether
proceed to pre-treat the sample or not has to be decided
on a case by case basis taking into account the speciic
experimental set-up and background knowledge on the
samples. Together with pre-treatment strategies in solution imported from liquid chromatography preparation
(Mayhew et al. 2013), many works employed a non-extractive hydrolysis procedure in vapor phase which was
proposed by Leona and colleagues at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art (Leona et al. 2006). This pretreatment is
based on the use of a micro-chamber made from a plastic
micro-vial in which a 10 µl drop of the extraction agent
is placed at the bottom. The most commonly employed
agent is hydroluoric acid (HF). In a comparison of SERS
spectra obtained on the same samples with or without
HF pretreatment, it emerged that the HF treatment is not
recommended only for lac dyes on silk and for carmine-containing samples, while in most cases it leads to
higher peak enhancements and less spurious bands due
to the presence of citrate ions in the colloid (Pozzi 2011).
In one case hydrochloric acid (HCl) was used to extract
the dye from silk threads (Leona & Lombardi 2007),
while Caycedo (2012) successfully tested on synthetic
dyes (Water Blue IN, Crystal Violet, Eosine A, Methylene Blue, Naphthol Yellow S, Orange 1, Flavazine L,
Nigrosin and Rhodamine B) formic acid, a good solvent
for the extraction of lavonoids and anthraquinone dyes
from textile ibers for liquid chromatography (Zhang &
Laursen 2005). A positive aspect of HCl is that it is also
an aggregating agent, its main limitation it is that chloride ions may compete strongly with the analyte for adsorption onto the metal.
The main limitations of SERS in the museum practice
are the invasiveness and destructiveness of the analysis,
and indeed current research trends in the application of
SERS in conservation science are dealing with these
issues.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art in collaboration with
researchers in the ield of forensic science is at the forefront of the development of strategies to preserve the
integrity of the artworks by avoiding the removal of a
sample from the object. They developed the so called
matrix transfer SERS in which they extract exclusively
the dye from the artwork by means of a hydrogel bead
loaded with a 1:1 dimethylformamide (DMF) and water
solution 1% (w/v) disodium ethylendiaminetetraacetic
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acid (EDTA) (Leona et al. 2011). The bead is so tiny
that no visible damage is produced on the artwork and
the bead becomes the sample for analysis on which the
SERS substrate is deposited. This approach is particularly suited for those artworks, such as paper-based objects,
where removing the substrate, e.g., a iber, is harmful for
the preservation of the object. Other attempts in this direction have been pursued by Lofrumento et al. (2013)
who produced nanocomposite Ag-agar hydrogels to extract the dye from the artwork directly with the SERS
substrate.
Regarding destructiveness, it has to be pointed out that
Pozzi (2011) was able to remove the colloid and perform
again the analysis after HF pretreatment. Unfortunately,
no information on colloid removal is given in her thesis
besides the fact that after it and before the new analysis
the samples were rinsed in a drop of water. A different
approach to the issue of destructiveness was followed
by Doherty et al. (2011) who mixed methylcellulose to a
silver colloid produced by microwave-assisted reduction
of silver nitrate with glucose in order to produce SERS
active silver cellulose ilm that can be peeled off from the
surface of the artwork after the measurement. Tests on
mock samples showed that these ilms have to be improved regarding their adhesive and mechanical properties
in order to avoid that micro-pieces of paint remain trapped in the ilm after its removal from the artwork.

suggesting that the amount of dye present on them is different. The single ibers composing the threads are on
average 25 µm thick.
To tailor the analytical protocol to this case study wool
ibers from the collection of reference samples of the
Rathgen Forschungslabor were also analyzed: bright yellow wool ibers recently dyed with weld and aluminum
mordant (WWAl), wool ibers of two different yellow
hues (darker and lighter) dyed in the 1940s with weld
alone and unknown mordant (48 and 49), wool ibers
dyed in the 1940s with indigo alone (162) and with indigo and weld (231) and unknown mordant. The single
ibers composing the reference threads were on average
40 µm thick.
Compared to the reference samples, the Peruvian ibers
looked degraded in their structure.
The whole list of samples is summarized in Table 3.

2 Scope and Aim of the Study

This work is aimed at identifying the dyes used to obtain
the green hue in some Peruvian textiles made of camelid
wool on which previous conventional Raman spectroscopy analysis detected indigo. The detection of indigo is
not surprising as it could be isolated from many plants in
the Andes (Zhang, 2007), such as Yangua tinctoria (Cardon 2007) or Indigofera suffruticosa (Geiss-Mooney &
Needles 1979). Its presence leaves open the hypothesis
that the green hue is given by single dyeing, applying the
indigo on the yellowish camelid wool (d’Harcourt 1962;
Geiss-Mooney & Needles 1979), or by overdyeing the
yellow or blue dyed ibers with the other color (Antúnez
de Mayolo 1989; Zhang 2007). In the latter case, a yellow dye should be identiied on these samples. Hence,
this investigation is aimed to identify the yellow dye used
to provide in combination with indigo the inal green hue
or to ascertain its absence.

3 Provenance and Type of Samples

The four samples (Figure 2 and Figure 3) are green camelid wool 2 threads collected from two decorated textiles
produced in Nord Peru within the context of the Pre-Columbian Sican culture (800-1100 AD). The textiles belong to the collection of the Ethnological Museum, National Museums in Berlin, Germany. Fibers were removed
from the thread with tweezers and observed under the
microscope before analysis. They showed different hues,
2

It is hard to discriminate whether they are alpaca, llama, guanaco
or vicuna ibers (Geiss-Mooney & Needles 1979).

Figure 2 Samples VA57793 A and B: dark green threads from
a Peruvian textile.

Figure 3 Samples VA60241 A and B: light green threads from
a Peruvian textile.

4 Methodology

4.1 Sample preparation
The silver colloid was prepared following the procedure
developed by Lee and Meisel (1982) which performed
better than other SERS substrates for dyes of cultural heritage interest (Leona et al. 2006). An 8.44 mg sample of
silver nitrate (AgNO3) was transferred from a glass dish
to an Erlenmeyer lask quantitatively by washing the dish
with 50 ml of distilled water to prepare a 1 mM solution. The lask was placed on a hot plate with magnetic
stirrer. A 1% (w/v) solution of trisodium citrate was prepared by weighing 0.05 g of this compound and adding
to this 5 ml of distilled water. When the AgNO3 solution
began to boil, the citrate solution was added dropwise
(about a drop every 4 s). A relux unit was attached to the
lask to avoid loss of water by evaporation during boiling
for 75 minutes. After the addition of citrate the solution
turned yellowish showing the beginning of silver reduc-
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Table 3 List of the samples.

Sample ID
VA57793 A
VA57793 B
VA60241 A
VA60241 B
48
49
WWAl
162
231

Description
dark green threads from a Nord Peruvian decorated textile produced within the context of the
Pre-Columbian Sican culture (800-1100 AD)
dark green threads from a Nord Peruvian decorated textile produced within the context of the
Pre-Columbian Sican culture (800-1100 AD)
light green threads from a Nord Peruvian decorated textile produced within the context of the
Pre-Columbian Sican culture (800-1100 AD)
light green threads from a Nord Peruvian decorated textile produced within the context of the
Pre-Columbian Sican culture (800-1100 AD)
yellow wool threads dyed with weld and unknown mordant in the 1940s in Germany part of
the reference collection of the Rathgen Forschungslabor (box B broken, card IV)
light yellow wool threads dyed with weld and unknown mordant in the 1940s in Germany part
of the reference collection of the Rathgen Forschungslabor (box B broken, card IV)
yellow wool threads dyed with weld (Reseda luteola by Kremer Pigmente n. 36262) and Al-containing mordant in the 2000s
blue wool threads dyed with indigo and unknown mordant in the 1940s in Germany part of the
reference collection of the Rathgen Forschungslabor (box A, card X)
green wool threads dyed in 1941 with indigo and weld „Indigorein BASF 228 auf wau 219“ part
of the reference collection of the Rathgen Forschungslabor (karte 14)

tion. After 20 minutes from the addition of citrate the solution became more greenish. At the end of the 75 minutes the colloid had the typical greenish pale yellow color
and was left cooling at room temperature and was stored
in a closed bottle covered by aluminum foil in the refrigerator. An aliquot of the colloid was removed from the
bottle stored in the refrigerator and placed in a small vial
for daily use in the Raman laboratory.
A small iber was removed from a reference sample thread
with tweezers and placed in a well slide. A 10 µl aliquot of
silver colloid was deposited on the iber with a micropipette. For the light yellow weld-dyed iber and the Peruvian
samples also other sample preparation procedures were
tested. Single ibers were pre-treated with either formic of
hydroluoric acid vapors for 30 minutes in a micro-chamber built according to Leona and colleagues´(Leona et al.
2006). Then 0.5-1.5 µl of silver colloid were deposited on
the iber directly in the plastic sample holder used for this
non-extractive hydrolysis. Additionally, the use of potassium nitrate (KNO3) 0.5 M as aggregating agent was tested
both depositing on a iber 10 µl of silver colloid pre-mixed
in a 4:1 ratio with KNO3 and adding a drop of the aggregating agent on top of the colloid drop.
To assist in the identiication of the dye and complete
sample characterization X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) and
Scanning Electron Microscopy coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDXS) were also performed. The integration of these techniques should allow
the identiication of iber mordants as XRF cannot detect
Al3 while EDXS cannot detect Fe and Cu K lines due
3
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The impossibility to identify the use of Al as a mordant with XRF
was observed recording spectra of reference samples of wool dyed
with weld and different mordants: the Al-mordanted one did not contain more Al than the samples dyed with Cu- or Sn-based mordants.

to the use of low acceleration voltage to avoid sample
damage.
For XRF the whole thread was placed between two
Mylar ilms (Spectro-ilm: polyester nylon ilm for x-ray
spectrometry).
For SEM-EDXS a single iber was removed with tweezers from the thread and stuck on a Telon block with
double-sided carbon tape. Telon was selected as a substrate to avoid contribution in the EDX spectrum due to
metals (Al, Fe, etc.) typically constituting SEM stubs
which are also present in mordants used in dyeing technology.
4.2 Experimental conditions
After few minutes from the application of the SERS
substrate, spectra were collected with a 3-laser (532 nm,
638 nm and 785 nm) confocal Jobin Yvon Horiba Xplora
Raman running Labspec 5 software. As in the forensic
ield, it was shown that the 638 nm laser yields lower
quality Raman spectra of dyed textile ibers (Goodpaster & Liszewski 2009), only the 532 nm and the 785 nm
lasers were used in this study. The total laser power
(25 mW for the 532 nm laser and 90 mW for the 785 nm
laser) was iltered leaving from 0.1 to 10% power passing
through the optics of the microscope. The diameter of the
confocal hole was set at 500 µm while that of the slit at
100 µm.
XRF analysis was conducted with a Bruker Artax System equipped with a molybdenum tube. The energy calibration was performed with a bronze standard using the
Cu Ka line. The Mylar ilm gives a small background for
Ca, P and Zn.
SEM-EDXS analysis was conducted with a Fei Quanta
200 system in low vacuum mode (0.75 Torr) (LV-SEMEDXS) using 12.5 kV accelerating voltage. Images were
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Figure 4 SERS spectrum of weld recorded on a recently dyed wool iber which appears bright yellow. The iber was dyed with
an Al-based mordant. The spectrum was acquired exciting with the 532 nm laser, 10% ilter, 50X long working distance
objective, 100 slit, 500 hole, 1200 lines/mm grid, 5 s exposure and it is an average of 10 accumulations.

acquired in backscattered electron (BSE) mode and EDX
spectra were collected in spot mode.

SERS spectra obtained are in fact spectra of contaminants.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Reference samples
SERS successfully identiied weld alone (Figure 4), indigo alone and the mixture of the two in the reference
threads (48, WWAl, 162, 231) using a maximum of three
ibers per sample thread. Only from the light yellow wool
dyed in the 1940s with weld and unknown mordant (49)
was it not possible to obtain the spectrum of the dye. It
is hypothesized that this reference wool iber might have
been dyed with a different mordant compared to the bright
yellow ones dyed with an Al-containing salt resulting in a
better connection of the dye with the textile ibers, thus a
more dificult adsorption of weld on the SERS substrate
even after pre-treatment with HF or formic acid. XRF
analysis revealed the presence of Fe, while SEM-EDXS
analysis detected Al on the light yellow ibers. If the hypothesis is correct the mordant should be Fe-based. This
would agree with the general consideration that Fe salts
make dye colors duller than Al mordants (Cardon 2007).
However, both Fe and Al can be present on the iber also
as contaminant: they are the most common metals found
in the Earth´s crust (Cardon 2007). Hence, no conclusive information on the mordant supporting the hypothesis
of the different degree of dye-iber connection could be
inferred.
5.2 Peruvian samples
SERS analysis did not identify a yellow dye on any of the
Peruvian artifacts. Several spectra were recorded from
three of the four samples that seemed to originate from
dyes, but each spectrum was different and was not reproducible. As XRF and EDXS detected many elements
characteristics of salts (Cl, K, Na, etc.) on the ibers and
SEM showed that the iber surfaces are covered with
particles (Figure 5), it could be inferred that the various

Figure 5 BSE micrograph of a iber from sample VA60241B.
The surface of the iber is covered by particulate
matter.

A iber from sample VA57793A was washed with distilled water before HF pre-treatment and colloid application, and no SERS spectra suggesting contaminants were
obtained from it, only spectra of indigo. This suggests
that the yellow dye has low afinity for the SERS substrate used: indigo is generally not easily detected using
Lee-Meisel colloids due to its scarce solubility in water
(Oakley et al. 2012). The low afinity of the yellow dye
for the colloid is also supported by the fact that AgNO3
spectra were recorded if KNO3 was used as aggregating
agent, showing that also nitrate ions have higher afinity
than the yellow dye for silver.
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A mordant could not be identiied with certainty on
the ibers. If one supposes that the ibers are dyed with
indigo only, the absence of a mordant could be possible
as indigo is a vat dye requiring no metal salt. However,
there are studies, such as Lee et al. (2014), where indigo
was detected in the presence of a mordant. For mordants
the possible candidates are Fe-based (XRF analysis) and
Al-based (LVSEM-EDXS analysis). Both of the alternatives cannot be excluded on the basis of availability:
in many places in Peru there were deposits of ine ferrous-sulfate (FeSO4·7H2O). In the Azetcs’ language there
is a word to indicate the black mud rich in Fe that in the
past has also been used as a source of mordant; rocks
containing alunogen, i.e., hydrated tri-sulfate of aluminium, were mined and used in Pre-Columbian Peru (Cardon, 2007). As already stated for the reference samples,
Al and Fe could also be contained in the dust present on
the surface of the ibers.

6. Conclusions

The experiments on the reference samples were entirely
successful: with a very small sample amount (maximum
three ibers) organic dyes were identiied on wool. However, the dificulty in detecting weld on the pale yellow
wool iber dyed in the 1940s, and the yellow colorant
used with indigo in the Peruvian samples, pointed at the
necessity to employ other analytical techniques for the
characterization of real samples. Optical and electron
microscopy seem to be necessary preliminary steps to
ascertain the presence of surface contaminants on the
samples. Likely, in a case such as this one, removal of
particulate matter from the surface is a necessary step to
avoid recording SERS spectra of surface contaminants.
Techniques able to identify the mordant, such as XRF
and EDXS, could likely be employed more successfully
after cleaning the samples, as it could be excluded that
a metal is present only in the dust deposited on the iber
surface.
As these were the irst SERS experiments on real
samples at the Rathgen Forschungslabor, the fact that no
yellow dye was identiied cannot lead to exclude with
conidence its presence. The yellow-greenish hue of the
Peruvian samples seems unlikely due to dyeing the camelid ibers with indigo only and the presence of a yellow dye with low afinity for Lee-Meisel colloids, or at
least lower afinity than indigo and nitrate ions, is expected. It is recommended to perform other analysis such
as liquid chromatography to conirm this hypothesis and
identify the yellow dye. Alternatively, it could be attempted on a subsample of ibers to remove indigo by repeated
boiling in dimethylformamide (DMF) until the solvent is
colorless (Schweppe 1979) and then perform the SERS
measurement on the treated iber. Another strategy that
may lead to an improvement in the capability of SERS
to detect the yellow dye is the coupling of this technique
with thin layer chromatography (TLC-SERS) (Lombardi
et al. 2013). This would at irst allow a separation of the
dye components and then to perform SERS on each dye
component separately directly on the TLC plate.
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